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1. CREATE AN ACCOUNT on www.aproplan.com by clicking on FREE TRIAL
A confirmation email will be sent to your email address. Once your account is activated, you can log in.
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2. TO LOG IN AproPLAN
Go to www.aproplan.com and click on « Login ».
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Enter your login (email address)  and password
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3. HOMEPAGE
The grey banner on the left, in the homepage, will help you to navigate through the application. 
In here you can access your projects and manage your plans / documents...
(See explanation « administration console » on next page)
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In here you can select a project and manage your plans / documents, remarks, add participants and more, 
this will be explained in the following pages.



4. ADMINISTRATION CONSOLE
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Daily mail with my activities. 
This is the general mail where you will find all the latest activities from all your co-workers. 
You need to activate it if you want to receive it.

Set up the mail with “my tasks”. 
This is the mail where you will find all your tasks, in other words, all the points that were assigned to you.
You can activate or deactivate these e-mails, in case you activate them, you will be able to choose at what time you want to receive these mails.

To edit the language of the application, 
you have to click on «Edit». Do not forget to select «Save» on 
the right bottom, to save your modification.

Don’t forget to save.



5. PROJECT
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To create your new project, click on the « + ». After selecting the « + », you will be redirected to the next step.
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To be able to edit the following steps (see next page) : You will have to click on the 3 dots under the project and select “settings”

in the droplist that pops up.

F.A.Q : How to create a project in APROPLAN ? (Web Version)

https://help.aproplan.com/l/en/article/ul009r017f-how-do-i-create-a-project-in-aproplan-web-version


5.1 STRUCTURE
4 STEPS :
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A. INFO 

Main data completed : Fill in the general informations such as the project name, address of the 
project, code and the logo.
To validate the creation of your project you have to click on the save icon.

B. CATEGORY

Define a custom subcategory structure : It will help you to organize, filter and print your points.                          
You will be able to personalize and edit this structure, to do this you have to click on edit to 
insert these categories and subcategories manually. It is also possible to import an already 
existing structure from another project or import this list from your Excel file.

C. ROOMS 

Define a custom room structure : In order to help you to classify your data, you will be able to 
define a 2-level room structure.

D. STATUSES 

Customize your status : Point status: It will help you to track the evolution of your points. 
You will be able to edit the name, the colour, decide if you want to activate it or not or if you 
want to block this status for the manager of the lists only.

 A              B              C                   D 



STATUSES OF POINTS
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Manage your statuses by clicking on the last tab.           

A standard list of 13 statuses can be used to follow up the points that have been created. 
This list can be managed according to your needs. You can add as many statuses as you want. The « EDIT » function will give you the 
opportunity to edit the statuses of the points. You can rename (column name), activate and reorganize (drag&drop) the different statuses 
from the list. The colour of the status can also be modified (column color). The pins of the points will be coloured according to their status. 
The statuses that aren’t used can be deactivated in the column « ACTIVE» 



The statuses that are displayed in bold are reserved to the list managers.

WARNING : Once these statuses have been blocked by the manager (or Admin).  Therefor, the guest, the subcontractor nor contributor will 

be able to edit this status.

The other 3 columns are being used for the Dedicated task page (see following page) :

HTML To do ?   Tasks that have to been done

Ex: The box « HTML to do ? » is checked for the status « In progress »; this way, this status will be ranged in the column with the 

tasks that have to be done.

HTML Done ?   The accomplished tasks

Ex: The box « HTML Done ? » is checked for the status « HTML Checked », this way the subcontractor knows the architect has 

checked the point during his last visit.

Done button ?   The possibility for the sub-contractor to respond «Done»

Ex: The box « Done button » is checked for the status « Done », this way the subcontractor will be able to respond to the 

remark/point that has been assigned to him. The status of the point will then automatically be up to date in the list of the architect.

F.A.Q : Define the statuses of the points
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https://help.aproplan.com/l/en/article/3ri30zjr9c-how-to-define-the-points-statuses-web-version


DEDICATED TASK PAGE
By activating the daily mail with my tasks, you will receive an email with all the new points / documents etc. you have added. 
After having selected a point in this mail, you will be redirected to the dedicated task page. It is also possible to send the tasks mail, by going 
to the participants in the project or list and click on        on the right top corner.
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Follow the progression of your tasks

Generate your 
report

Choose your entire project

For example, if a subcontractor connects to this HTML page, they will see all the points for which they (or their company or role) are indicated 
in the in charge field.

- The first tab displays the points to do.
- The second tab displays the points done.

When the subcontractor’s task is accomplished, they can set it as done and comment it.
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5.2 DOCUMENTS 

A. ADD DOCUMENTS
To add a document you have to open the Entire project. 
A new page will then appear. Here you have to select « Documents » in the left column and then click           to add a document.
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B. VERSION 
To compare a version of a document, you have to select the previous version of the document stored on APROPLAN and click on 
It gives you the possibility to compare different versions.

F.A.Q : How do I add a new version of a plan?
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https://help.aproplan.com/l/en/article/kwvpx6hdt8-how-do-i-add-a-new-version-of-a-plan-web-version


C. FOLDER STRUCTURE 
You can create a treeview, where you can organise all your documents.
For this you have to click on         (next to a folder) and choose « ADD SUBFOLDER ».
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F.A.Q : Documents screen

In the «Folder action» you can also import your project 
structure.

Once your documents are uploaded on AproPLAN, you can easily drag & drop them from one folder to another.

WARNING : To move the document from one folder to another, you must be the uploader or the administrator of the project.

https://help.aproplan.com/l/en/article/blit2wujw7-overview-presentation-of-the-documents-screen-web-version


5.3 PARTICIPANTS

A. ADD PARTICIPANTS
Now that you have set up your project and added documents, you should invite people to this project to share your data. 
Colleagues, stakeholders, contractor, engineers… would probably love to get access to the documents/plans of the project everywhere and be 
able to make some notes on it or to be invited to your list and finally to receive your reports. Manage the access rights and invite participants for 
the project visibility.
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Manage their access rights

Red means participants are not 
invited

Add participants by clicking here



B. SET UP PARTICIPANTS
To set up the access rights and visibility of the participants, click on 

You will then have to follow 4 steps

Step 1 : ACCESS RIGHTS IN PROJECTS
PROJECT GUESTS can only see and download the documents of a project, without adding documents or revisions.

PROJECT CONTRIBUTORS have the same rights as Project Guests, but they can also add documents to folders they have access to.                              
Additionally, contributors can add new versions of documents as well.

PROJECT MANAGERS have same rights as Project Contributors, but they can also change the structure of the project.                                                                                        
This includes editing Categories, Rooms, Status and Document Structure.

PROJECT ADMINS have same rights as Project Managers, but with the ability to edit someone else’s documents in folders they can see.

TIP : You have to distinguish the access rights of the participants in the project and in the list(-s).

F.A.Q : What are the access rights of the project ? - Web Version 
F.A.Q : What are the different access rights in a list ? - Web Version
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https://help.aproplan.com/l/en/article/71dsfdjqrs-what-are-the-access-rights-of-the-project-web-version
https://help.aproplan.com/l/en/article/q6koomniyz-what-are-the-access-rights-of-the-administrator-manager-collaborator-guest-or-subcontractor-in-a-list-web-version


Don’t forget to save

Step 2 : MANAGE THE VISIBILITY OF YOUR DOCUMENTS
The user who invites the new participant must give access to the folders which the new participant should be able to consult, therefore you 
have to click on
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To control the access of everyone in the project, you just have to tick the box        in order to manage what they will see.



Step 3:  LINK PARTICIPANTS TO CATEGORIES
You are able to link a specific participant to a category. Which means that when you create a point with the category « Permits » for example, the 
point will automatically be assigned to that participant.

18
Tick the boxes to link a category to a participant



Step 4:  MANAGING ACCESS RIGHTS TO LISTS
Here you are able to give access rights to the lists in the project.
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Choose the access rights you want for a specific participant by clicking the little arrow.



6. LIST
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6.1 CREATE A LIST

A. PUBLIC AND PRIVATE LIST 

PUBLIC LIST :
All the participants of the entire project will get access to this list.

PRIVATE LIST :
It is possible to have a private list, where you will add all your private points…
So you are the only one who can see these points. But of course you can share them afterwards by moving them to any of your shared lists…
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CREATE A SHARED LIST

Click on « + » to create a new list
You will have to follow these steps (see next page)

1
2



B. STRUCTURE
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STEP 1 : 

Fill in the general 
information of your new 
customized list.

STEP 2 :

Here you will be able to 
insert the header, 
footer and the 
additional information 
of your reports,                      
this way you don’t have 
to fill this in each time 
you generate a report.

STEP 3 :

This is like a notebook, 
where you can add all 
the names of the 
documents that you 
have transferred to 
your co-workers during 
the meeting.

To edit your list later on, you just have to click on the little wheel in the right thumbnail of your list.

F.A.Q : Lists
 

(See picture on previous 
page)

https://help.aproplan.com/l/en/category/77s34141uk-6-lists


C. LIST VERSIONS
To create the next list you have to select the little plus on the right side from the list .
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If you use the option to create the next version of the list, all the points from the meeting group before will still 
be in the List, and the new points receive a new numerotation (Meeting / List 1 to 1.0…, Meeting 2 to 2.0…).
This way, you can know exactly for which meeting, the points were created.

D. POINTS NUMBERING

Type of numbering

When you create or edit a list of points, you will have the 
possibility to manage the way of displaying your points and 
add a code by list.     



The 4 possibilities to represent the points :
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Sequential :

Version + Sequential :

Code + Sequential :

Code + Version + Sequential :

F.A.Q : How do I create the next occurrence of a list ? - Web Version

https://help.aproplan.com/l/en/article/ba2lckp6nb-how-do-i-create-the-next-occurrence-of-a-list-web-version


6.2 DOCUMENTS

A. LINK DOCUMENTS
Select the list where you want to add your documents.
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You then will be able to link the document to 
your list by clicking on the documents icon  and 
then on the + icon  « ADD DOCUMENT »

F.A.Q : Administrator, manager, contributor, guest or subcontractor in a list

https://help.aproplan.com/l/en/article/q6koomniyz-what-are-the-access-rights-of-the-administrator-manager-collaborator-guest-or-subcontractor-in-a-list-web-version


6.3 SHARE YOUR POINTS BY ADDING PARTICIPANTS TO THE LIST

A. ADD PARTICIPANTS IN LIST
To add a participant in a list you have to choose and select your list by choice (green thumbnail).

Now you have to click on the last icon ,               to be able to see, manage and add participants.
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After clicking on « + » on the bottom right corner, you will see this frame.

In here, at the top of the screen,  you can insert the email of your new 
participant. Or you can choose between already existing participants from your 
project, by ticking the box. Now you just need to confirm your action by clicking 
on « IMPORT »

1

2
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Beside adding participants and edit their access rights, inside a list,  you can take their presence to 
the next site visits, by clicking on the small arrow and choosing between: Present, Absent, Excused.

This will be visible in your report.
When generating your report, you will be able to tick the box « List of participants » 
in the frame you can see below.



B. ACCESS RIGHTS IN LISTS
SUBCONTRACTORS can be invited to a list, in which they can only see the tasks they are linked to. They can see documents and reports of 
the list they were invited to, and inside of it, they may upload an image to an existing point or add a comment to clarify.
They may change the status for points, assigned to them only, (from a predefined selection the admin makes), and erase or archive their own 
comments.
It is also possible for subcontractors to copy a point to a list in which you are responsible or admin. 
A page has been created for the subcontractors to have a simplified overview of their tasks : https://app.aproplan.com/Tasks

GUESTS are people you can delegate work to and then expect feedback once the work done. A Guest is able to view all the points of the list, 
he was invited to. They are only able to make comments, add documents, pictures and change a point to a Non-Manager Status 
(see FAQ for more).

ADVANCED TIP : if you don’t want someone to add or change anything in the points, just assign their points to them without inviting them to 
your list. This way they will receive the points in a PDF file only. 

CONTRIBUTORS have the same rights as Guests, but they can also change a point’s Category, Person In Charge and Due Date. 
However, Contributors cannot delete, archive or move points.

A good example of a Contributor is when an architect is managing a visit but wants to allow the General Contractor (who will be in charge of 
the issues either way) to edit the category and person in charge of a point for everything to go as planned. 
Contributors still only have access to Non-Manage Status (see FAQ for more).

MANAGERS can add points to a list and edit their own points fully (Archive, Delete, Change Status, Comment, Add Note), but not points of 

another Manager in the same list. 

For example, this happens when both an architect and technical engineer are documenting the same list.

ADMIN has full rights on all points of a list, including ones they didn’t create.

28



7. POINT CREATION
You can add a point in the « ENTIRE PROJECT » or in a list.

For this you have to select the project or the list and click on « + ». 
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And fill in the category, subject, person in charge etc.

Don’t forget to save.

WARNING : All the points that are not created in a specific list  will be public.



ADD POINTS ON DOCUMENT
When you are in the treeview of your project/list, you will be able to choose a document or plan.
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On this plan you can add a point and the corresponding information of this point, like the subject, category, the person in charge etc. 

On top of that you can locate this point on your plan by clicking on the           that you can see in the drawing tool. 

With the drawing tool you can ADD A TEXT on a plan 

by clicking on         or add a symbol, to make your point clearer.



8. INSTALL ON THE MOBILE DEVICE (APPLE/ANDROID)
In the AppStore or on GooglePlay,  you will need to enter « APROPLAN » in the search field in the top right corner. 
The application will be suggested to you.
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9. INTRODUCTION TO THE MOBILE APP

Here you can select your project or create a new one. To edit the name or to add a cover to your project click on the little wheel
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Here you will be able to go to the entire project or to one of your lists.

Points

Documents

 Participants 

Options

Synchronization
(see page 36)



10. DOCUMENTS ON MOBILE
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You will see all your documents in 
thumbnails. 

If you want to ZOOM into a 
document, first open it by tapping      
on it, then you will need to 
PINCH IT.

TIP : Under the thumbnail, you will find the name of the documents, the number of pages, of versions and of points



11. MOBILE POINT CREATION
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Cancel

Categorize the point

Enter a full description of your point 
to help people understand it

Increase the accuracy of the point 
by adding the room/floor/…Specify the location : 

on the floor, on the wall, on the 
ceiling

Take a picture with the camera

Go into the project structure to add a document or 
to add a picture from your documents

Validate

Enter a brief explanation for the points or select 
a previously entered subject by clicking on it

You can select the name , the company or the role of 
the people who are in charge

Show which stage the point is at You may add a due date to the points but it won’t 
send any reminder or mail…

Go into the mobile 
gallery 

to add a picture

Delete the 
document/picture



HOW TO CREATE A POINT IN 3 WAYS :
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A :
By clicking on the document where you want to add your point,
click on « ADD POINT » if you want to complete all the information. 
If you choose « ADD A PICTURE », the new point will open directly by using the camera.

B :
By using the drawing bar on the left side, draw something on the document. 
Then click on « + » at the bottom of the drawing bar. This will create a new point with the drawing on the plan. 
Complete all information. 

C :
Just by clicking on « + » at the bottom of the drawing bar, it will open a new point. 
Then fill in all the information.

TIP : Add several points : If you want all the information you entered in the last point to be remembered, switch it 
on.



At the left bottom of the new window, you have a switch, 
turn it on (GREEN) or off (BLACK) to cancel the synchronization.
Notice : to synchronize your data you must have an internet or a 3G connection

12. MULTI EDIT POINT
If you want to edit several points at the same time , tap on the point until it’s highlighted in green, then select all the points you want to edit and 
finish the action by clicking on the three  action buttons at the top of the points listing..
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13. SYNCHRONIZATION MOBILE
Click on the CLOUD (SYNCH) at the left bottom.

Different actions



14. MOBILE : REPORT
After having selected the point(s) for which you like to generate a report, you may do so by clicking on the three little dots on the top of the 
points list and choose “generate report”. Then you can check / edit  your template and confirm by clicking on the « Send report »
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15. WEB REPORT
First make sure all the information has been synchronized. By clicking on one of your list(s) (green thumbnail(s)) or the  Entire project (black 
thumbnail), you will be able to see all your points. Select the ones you would like to print, by ticking one or several boxes or by ticking the box 
on top to select them all at once. Now you will see the « PRINT        » action, in the top right orange stripe. A frame will then pop up, where 
you are able to personalize options and informations of your report. 

1

2

3

                                        

2  The first section is the « Report template », that you can name and save, by clicking      
     on

3   You can generate a report per user in charge, so that the user will see the report with
      only the points that have been assigned to him. 
       

PRINT
In the general information tag, you can change the template of your report along 
with the points you would like to include in it. You can also change the title of 
your report.

1
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4   The app will print your point report by

4 5

5   You can choose to display or not to display the following options

List of points Preview of plans

Detail of points

Add cover page, which means that you can add a 
PDF by clicking on the icon just next to it, this will 
be inserted as the first pages of your document

Additional information

Print comments

...

6     You can upload one of these logos to  
       your report:                   
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Save your report or cancel 
the action.

Now you can click on the preview, to check your report
REMARK : It will show you the 50 first points.

Don’t hesitate to watch our video 
from our main page: 

www.aproplan.com

F.A.Q : REPORT

Send it by mail straight to participants of your 
choice  and pre-edit the body and the subject 
of the mail.

http://www.aproplan.com
https://help.aproplan.com/l/en/category/pj0uecaazx-7-reports
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16. SUPPORT :
If you have any questions, go to FAQ or contact us by email : 

support@aproplan.com

https://help.aproplan.com/l/en

